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Protect intellectual
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of electronic records
over time
Defend evidence in
court or proceedings
Comply with
regulatory mandates

Since its founding in the early1960s by a group of young, innovative entrepreneurs, the
Company has grown into a major force in the global semiconductor industry. The Company
engineers, manufactures, sells, and services semiconductor production equipment (SPE) and
flat-panel display (FPD) equipment, and is the world market share leader in several of its
product lines.
To retain its competitive edge, the Company must be able to protect its ownership of intellectual
property and defend the integrity of the complex, high-value research and development data
generated by their researchers. Their Intellectual Property Engineers designed a proprietary
Electronic Lab Notebook (ELN) to capture and manage this data.
According to our contact, a Senior Engineer in the Intellectual Property department, his team
was seeking a secure date and time-stamp solution for use with the ELN, and Surety’s
AbsoluteProof met the requirements for a third-party service. He placed a premium on Surety’s
unique, “widely witnessed” process, because he wanted the ability to prove that his electronic
records could be validated at any point in the future, with full transparency and independence
from their own people and processes.

Solution: Electronic Lab Notebooks with Surety
AbsoluteProof
Surety’s AbsoluteProof is integrated with the ELN to provide independently-verifiable proof of
the time of creation and authenticity of the Company’s intellectual property. With the integration
of AbsoluteProof, all content entered into the browser-based ELN has an automatic file-level
audit trail documenting when and what was created, which supports “first-to-invent” and proof
of ownership claims. At any point in its lifecycle, content can be validated to confirm that it has
not been altered or tampered with in any way.
“At the time we designed the ELN, we needed third-party validation of the date and time that
documents are created or changed. We saw options that provided time-stamping on
documents, but it was internal to the notebook program, so that didn’t chart to our need for
independent, third-party validation. The straightforward hash-and-link methodology used by
Surety met all of our criteria,” said our contact.
”Surety’s Widely Witnessed feature is particularly important—this open process creates
a public record of document notarization that guarantees that an inventor’s work is witnessed,”
he added.
In addition to providing a credible workflow process for the ELN, Surety’s AbsoluteProof is used
to Seal, or electronically notarize, all of the docketing data for patent applications.
“The Intellectual Property Engineers draft all of the patent applications out of this office. The
drafts and all of the return correspondence with the PTO [Patent and Trademark Office] receive
a Surety Integrity Seal. We have had a few occasions arise where we needed the date
a document was created, and AbsoluteProof provides immediate, accurate trackability,” said
our contact.
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Another AbsoluteProof feature that is critical to the Company is Seal renewal. Seal renewal is
a process by which a Seal can be “refreshed” to take advantage of latest advances in secure
hashing technology. The original Seal date is maintained in this process. This ability to renew
Seals means that AbsoluteProof can provide very long-term proof of data integrity.
“Seal renewal is very good because it keeps the Seals current and consistent for all of the
documents created to date. And the users don’t experience any change in their workflow or
processes,” said our contact.

Results: cost effective, easy to implement, and transparent
to users
By integrating AbsoluteProof with the ELN and creating a credible electronic workflow
process, The Company benefits from the efficiency and cost savings of using electronic
records without concern for their long-term legal defensibility.
“Surety offered the service we needed at a reasonable cost. Ease of implementation was
also important—it took just a couple of days to integrate AbsoluteProof. The implementation
went very smoothly and the Surety solution has worked just as expected,” said our contact.
Our contact emphasized that one of the paramount concerns was that the time-stamping
method be totally transparent to the user. “With Surety, the user’s work is not interrupted—
whenever he creates or changes a document, it is automatically sealed. Each time
a document is created or saved in the ELN, that version is stored in our archive along with
the Surety Integrity Seal,” he explained.

Future: expanded use by R&D team
Usage of Surety’s AbsoluteProof at the Company will expand in coming years. “In the first
year, we held the participation with the ELN to approximately 50 users involved in
cutting-edge research, and today we are up to 80 users. Looking ahead, I would estimate
we’ll see a couple of hundred users here in the U.S., and our Asian offices are also making
plans to pilot the use of AbsoluteProof.”

About Surety
Founded in 1994, by two prominent Bellcore Scientists, Surety is recognized as a premiere
trusted time-stamp authority. The Company’s flagship product AbsoluteProof® provides a
security procedure that objectively demonstrate the time and content integrity of electronic
records, and places their client organizations in the strongest possible position if and when
the authenticity of that data is challenged by an opposing party.
For more information, visit www.surety.com.
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